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ABSTRACT
The non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) and quantum master equation (QME) are two main classes of approaches for electronic
transport. We discuss various Floquet variances of these formalisms for transport properties of a quantum dot driven via interaction with an
external periodic field. We first derived two versions of the Floquet NEGF. We also explore an ansatz of the Floquet NEGF formalism for the
interacting systems. In addition, we derived two versions of Floquet QME in the weak interaction regime. With each method, we elaborate on
the evaluation of the expectation values of the number and current operators. We examined these methods for transport through a two-level
system that is subject to periodic driving. The numerical results of all four methods show good agreement for non-interacting systems in
the weak regime. Furthermore, we have observed that circular light can introduce spin current. We expect these Floquet quantum transport
methods to be useful in studying molecular junctions exposed to light.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0184978

I. INTRODUCTION

Light–matter interactions on quantum scales have long been an
attractive research topic.1 In particular, a strong electron–photon
interaction opens a new avenue toward engineering material
properties.2,3 In the interpretation of phenomena related to
light–matter interaction, the strength of light plays an essential
role such that a perturbative treatment of light–matter interaction
becomes insufficient.4 Technological advancements, for example,
in time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy,5 have allowed us to
experimentally demonstrate exotic states, such as Floquet–Bloch
states, on topological insulators.6,7 Electronic states in such a system
can be understood via Floquet theory as if a classical monochromatic
light is coupled to a closed fermionic system.8,9 Floquet theory is a
non-perturbative mathematical technique that essentially turns the

time-dependent Schrödinger equation with a time-periodic Hamil-
tonian to a time-independent equation in the price of increasing the
dimensionality of the basis set.10,11 Floquet theory has been used
in the interpretation of Kondo effects and noise effects,12,13 spin
currents in DNA,14 electron transfer in donor–bridge–acceptor sys-
tems,15 driven quantum dots,16,17 directional photo-electric effects,18

laser absorption properties,19 nonadiabatic dynamics,20 and many
other applications.

To further enhance our understanding of light–matter inter-
actions, it seems essential to develop approaches that describe how
light interacts with open quantum systems. This requirement can
be met by properly combining the Floquet theory with quan-
tum transport theories. In other words, two classes of quantum
transport approaches, namely the non-equilibrium Green’s func-
tion (NEGF) and the quantum master equation (QME), can be
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complemented with the Floquet theory. There have been several
studies on extending the Floquet theory to open quantum sys-
tems. Floquet Green’s function is defined in a number of different
ways.21–24 For example, by employing Floquet Green’s function,
it is possible to derive an expression (generalized Tien–Gordon)
for the current when the baths are subjected to an asymmet-
ric periodic driving.25 While the Floquet density matrix method
(for closed systems) was established much earlier than the Floquet
NEGF,26,27 there are some ambiguities in the existence and applica-
bility of Floquet (Lindbladian) QME for open quantum systems.28,29

Recent demands for dynamically controlling the material proper-
ties by the Floquet engineering stimulated the development of new
methods.30–36

The basic NEGF approach is straightforward when a one-body
Hamiltonian (e.g., the tight-binding Hamiltonian) can sufficiently
describe a system of interest (e.g., in large systems),37 and it is not
sensitive to the strength of system–environment coupling. More
advanced NEGF methods (such as the Hubbard NEGF) are also
capable of capturing electron–electron interaction and other subtle
bath–system correlations (e.g., Kondo effects).38 Somewhat in con-
trast, the basic QME approaches (such as the Redfield QME) are
often derived under the assumption of weak system–environment
coupling and their implementation can be more convenient when
inter-dot many-body interactions (e.g., coulomb blockade) are
important.39 Historically, two main flavors for Floquet theory exist
in the context of quantum mechanics/solid state physics. The first
one that focused on the evolution operator was developed by Shirley
in the mid-sixties,40 while the second one that focused on the dis-
creet expansion of wavefunction was developed by Sambe.10 In this
work, we intend to discuss that there are multiple ways in which
both quantum transport approaches can benefit from the Floquet
theory.

We will offer compact derivations for Floquet non-equilibrium
Green’s functions (which rely on the expansion of Green’s func-
tion pioneered by Sambe), and we will also microscopically derive
two versions of Floquet quantum master equations (one based on
the Floquet-based evolution operator pioneered by Shirley and the
other relies on the concept of Floquet density matrix). We will also
examine presented methods for a model system. For the sake of
simplicity, we have limited the content of this work to the weak
coupling regime. In practice, the validity of QME is limited to the
weak coupling regime. As the coupling between the system and bath
increases, the outcomes of QME will not match with the NEGF for-
malism, with or without external driving. In addition, we will invoke
the wideband limit (WBL) approximation, which assumes that the
density of states of the bath remains approximately constant in the
vicinity of the Fermi energy.41 While the wideband limit (WBL) pro-
vides significant simplification for studying quantum transport, for
both the QME and NEGF approaches, caution must be exercised
as will be clarified in the following. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no work dedicated to the consistency check between dif-
ferent Floquet quantum transport theories. Here, we sketch general
Floquet theories that are neither based on an average Hamiltonian
approach (Floquet–Magnus) nor based on stroboscopic and micro-
motion evolution (Van Vleck approximation).42 While this work
does not aim for extreme off-resonance frequencies, we believe that
the approaches presented here can be applicable across a relatively
wide range of driving frequencies.

II. THEORY
A. Model Hamiltonian

With this work, we are concerned with the electronic trans-
port through a quantum dot (the system) that is weakly connected
to the thermal fermionic bath (lead), while it strongly interacts
with an external monochromatic light with the frequency ω. In
such scenarios, often a time-periodic off-diagonal term (that repre-
sents the dipole approximation) should be added to the unperturbed
system Hamiltonian (ĤS) such that the total system Hamiltonian
will become time-periodic ĤS(t) = ĤS(t + T) [T = 2π/ω]. The bath
Hamiltonian, ĤB, and the system–bath interaction, ĤSB, will be
remained time-independent. The spinless model Hamiltonian can
be given by

Ĥtot(t) = ĤS(t) + ĤB + ĤSB, (1)

ĤS(t) =∑
ij

hij(t)d̂†
i d̂j , (2)

ĤB =∑
lk

ϵlkĉ†lkĉlk, (3)

ĤSB =∑
lk,i

Vlk,iĉ
†
lk d̂i +H.c. (4)

Here, d̂i (d̂ †
i ) is the system’s electronic annihilation (creation) oper-

ator in the many-body space and hij(t) = hij(t + T) represents a
periodic one-body Hamiltonian. Likewise, ĉlk (ĉ

†
lk) is the annihila-

tion (creation) operator for the kth electronic orbital in the bath l.
The quantity V lk,i is the coupling strength between the kth orbital of
the bath (lead) l and the system’s orbital d̂i. In addition, the num-
ber operator is n̂ = ∑i d̂†

i d̂i. We can further simplify the notation
of system–bath interaction Hamiltonian as ĤSB = ∑i Ĉ†

i d̂i +H.c. We
shall also associate the bath l with the electrochemical potential
μl. Note that the system Hamiltonian is quadratic, whereas the bath
Hamiltonian is non-interacting.

B. Floquet Green’s function
In the following, we explore two types of Floquet Green’s func-

tion, whereby we named (1) vector-like NEGF and (2) matrix-like
NEGF. Our starting point for deriving these two flavors of Floquet
Green’s function is the two-time Kadanoff–Baym (KB) equation37,43

for the retarded Green’s function, Gr
(t, t′), as

(i
d
dt
− h(t))Gr

(t, t′) − ∫
+∞

−∞
dt1Σr

(t, t1) ×Gr
(t1, t′) = Iδ(t − t′).

(5)
Hereafter, we will set h = 1. Σr

= ∑l Σr
l refers to the total retarded

self-energy. Σr
l refers to the retarded self-energy of the non-

interacting bath l, which only depends on the time difference, such
that Σr

(t, t′) = Σr
(t − t′).
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1. Vector-like (V-like) Floquet NEGF
One way to derive the EOM within the V-like Floquet NEGF is

to split the derivation into two parts. In the first part, we define the
following time-energy retarded and advanced Green’s functions:

∫

∞

−∞
dt′Gr/a

(t, t′)ei E(t−t′)
= Gr/a

(t, E), (6)

where E is the quasi-energy variable. Then, after performing the
continuous Fourier transformation, the KB equation for retarded
Green’s function simplifies as

(E I + i
d
dt
− h(t))Gr

(t, E) − ∫
+∞

0
dτΣr
(τ)e

i E̵
h τGr
(t − τ, E) = I.

(7)
Note that τ = t − t1, and we have employed convolution identity in
the self-energy term. In the second part, we expand the Gr

(t, E)with
the following complex Fourier series:

Gr
(t, E) =

N

∑
n=−N

e−inωtgr
n(E). (8)

N is an integer that determines the truncation of the Fourier space
basis set. After substitution Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), we arrive at

∑
n
(e−inωt E I + e−inωtnω I − h(t)e−inωt

)gr
n(E)

−∑
n

e−inω(t)
∫

+∞

0
dτΣr
(τ)ei( E+nω)τgr

n(E) = I. (9)

We then desire to find an EOM for gr
n(E), which requires mul-

tiplying both sides by eimωt and taking the time average over one
period. The EOM for gr

n(E) reads as

(((E +mω)I − Σ̄ r
(E +mω))δmn −∑

n
hmn)gr

n(E) = δm0I, (10)

where Σ̄ r and [h]mn are given by

Σ̄ r
(E +mh̵ω) = ∫

+∞

0
dτΣr
(τ)ei( E+mω)τ , (11)

hmn =
1
T∫

T

0
dteimωth(t)e−inωt. (12)

By running Eq. (10) over indices n and m, the compact form of
V-like Floquet NEGF appears as

(E[IF
] − [hF

] − [Σ̄ r F
])gr F

(E) = IF
o , (13)

where [hF
] = ∑n,mhmn − I(mω)δmn is a standard definition for the

Floquet Hamiltonian. [IF
] and [Σ̄ r/a F

] are the block diagonal matri-
ces made of I and Σ̄ r/a. In the above block matrix EOM, grF refers to
a stack of gr

n placed over each other (V-like) and IF
o refers to stacking

zero matrices symmetrically placed around a central identity matrix.
In addition, E is unbounded. Note that with the energy-independent
WBL, Σ̄ r

(E +mω) = Σ̄ r , there would be no implementation com-
plexity on the Floquet self-energy term. However, for a realistic
model, caution has to be taken because WBL is valid only for a lim-
ited energy window, and the WBL will break as mω becomes large

(either the frequency or the integer m). The most important point
about Eq. (13) is that it is a time-independent EOM. Such a two-
step procedure was first employed by Sambe to directly solve the
Schrödinger equation with the time-periodic Hamiltonian. In addi-
tion, one can combine the inverse of Eq. (6) with Eq. (8) to expand
the two-time quantity Q(t, t′) in the V-like form as

Q(t, t′) =∑
n
∫

∞

−∞

dE
2π

e−i( E+nω)tei Et′qn(E). (14)

From the definition given in Eq. (14), the requirement Ga
(t′, t)

= Gr
(t, t′)† indicates ga

n(E) = gr
−n(E + nω) †.

2. Matrix-like (M-like) Floquet NEGF
We first define the following one-step transformation for a two-

time function,

Q(t, t′) =∑
n,m
∫

ω

0

dE
2π

e−i( E+nω)tei( E+mω)t′qnm(E). (15)

Note that Q(t, t′) in Eqs. (14) and (15) is also a function of
the driving frequency; however, we have omitted this dependency
on the left-hand side to keep the notation simple. The inverse
transformation, for the matrix coefficients qnm(E), is given by

qnm(E) = ∫
∞

−∞

dt′

T ∫
T

0
dtei( E+nω)te−i( E+mω)t′Q(t, t′). (16)

Contrary to V-like Floquet NEGF, E is a bounded (independent)
variable on the range [0ω]. We proceed by expanding Gr using
Eq. (15) and substituting the result into the KB equation and solv-
ing for the matrix coefficient gr

nm. In this process, one can first notice
that the RHS can be reduced to Iδnm. After some lengthy algebra, we
arrive at the following EOM for the retarded Green’s function:

((E + nω) − Σ̄ r
(E + nω))gr

nm(E) −∑
k

hnk gr
km(E) = Iδnm. (17)

The definition of Σ̄ r and hnk is identical to what is given in Eqs. (11)
and (12). Comparing Eq. (10) with Eq. (17), it is evident why this
form of EOM can be referred to as the matrix-like Floquet NEGF.
The compact form of M-like Floquet Green’s function reads as

(E[IF
] − [hF

] − [Σ̄ r F
])[Gr F

](E) = [IF
]. (18)

In the M-like framework, the condition Ga
(t′, t) = Gr

(t, t′)† imposes
ga

nm(E) = gr
mn(E)† with no shift in the quasi-energy, which, in turn,

leads to [Ga F
](E) = [Gr F

](E) †. Note that in contrast for a V-like
coefficient, ga

n(E) ≠ gr
n(E)†, and hence, ga F

(E)† ≠ gr F
(E)†.

C. Observable in Floquet NEGF
To explore the transport properties, the expectation values of

two (operators) observables are essential: (1) the number operator
⟨n̂⟩(t) and (2) the terminal current ⟨Ĵ⟩(t). For ⟨n̂⟩(t), we shall trace
the two-time lesser Green’s function as ⟨n̂⟩(t) = −i Tr (G<(t, t)).43

The G<(t, t′) is given by

G<(t, t′) = ∫
+∞

−∞
dt1∫

+∞

−∞
dt2Gr

(t, t1)Σ<(t1 − t2)Ga
(t2, t′). (19)
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The total lesser self-energy is denoted by Σ< = ∑l Σ<l . For ⟨Ĵ⟩(t),
we shall trace the two-time particle current as ⟨Ĵ⟩(t) = Tr (J(t, t)).
We define the two-time particle current per spin passing through
the contact l as

Jl(t, t′) = ∫
+∞

−∞
dt12 Re(Gr

(t, t1)Σ<l (t1, t′) +G<(t, t1)Σa
l (t1, t′)).

(20)

Note that the above relation is equivalent to the
Jauho–Wingreen–Meir expression and valid for interacting
devices.13,44 In the following (without details of derivation), we
summarize general expressions for Floquet components of these two
observable within the V-like and M-like Floquet NEGF frameworks.

Observable in the V-like Floquet NEGF: The expansion given
in Eq. (14) will be used to expand G</r/a (in terms of g</r/an ), and
the resulting expressions will be substituted in Eq. (19). Then, we
proceed to derive the matrix coefficients g<n (E). After doing some
algebra, it reads as

g<n (E) =∑
m

gr
n−m(E +mω)Σ<(E +mω)ga

m(E)

=∑
m

gr
n−m(E +mω)Σ<(E +mω)gr

−m(E +mω)†. (21)

In the energy domain, the lesser self-energy is Σ̄<l (E)
= iΓr

l (E) fl(E), where Γr
l = 2Im(Σ̄r

l ). Here, fl(E) ≡ f (E, μl) and
μl are the Fermi function and the electrochemical potential associ-
ated with the terminal l. We remind that the Fermi function depends
on the temperature as well.

For the current, we will follow the same procedure with expand-
ing the J l(t, t′) in terms of the matrix coefficient Jl,n(E). Solving for
Jl,n(E), we arrive at

Jl,n(E) = 2Re(gr
n(E)Σ̄<l (E) + g<n (E)Σ̄a

l (E)). (22)

Observable in the M-like Floquet NEGF: Similar to above, one can
employ Eq. (15) to expand G</a/r and substitute the resulting expres-
sions in Eq. (19). After doing some algebra, we arrive at the following
relation for g<nm(E):

g<nm(E) =∑
k

gr
nk(E)Σ̄

<
(E +mω)ga

km(E). (23)

For the current, J l(t, t′) has to be expanded in terms of the coefficient
matrix Jl,nm(E) using Eq. (15). Substituting expanded forms of all
components into Eq. (19) and solving for Jl,nm(E) results in

Jl,nm(E) = 2Re(gr
nm(E)Σ̄<l (E +mω) + g<nm(E)Σ̄a

l (E +mω)). (24)

Equations (21)–(24) may look complex at first glance; however,
these equations can be further simplified when we evaluate the time
averaged of an observable.

D. Time average of an observable
Within the V-like Floquet NEGF framework, the time average

of an observable over one period can be obtained by changing t′ to t
in Eq. (14) and performing the time average over one period. Using

Eq. (21), the time average of the number operator over one period,
n, in the V-like framework reads as

n =
−i
T ∫

T

0
dt Tr (G<(t, t)) = −i∫

∞

−∞

dE
2π

Tr (g<0 (E))

= −i∫
∞

−∞

dE
2π∑m

Tr (gr
m(E)Σ̄<(E +mω)gr

m(E)†). (25)

In the above expression, we have used the property
gr
−m(E +mω) = gr

m(E), and we have also employed the wide-
band approximation as well. We stress that only the central
component (n = 0) of g< is required to evaluate the time average of
⟨n̂⟩(t) over one period.

Within the M-like Floquet NEGF framework, the time average
of the number operator over one period reads as

n = −i∑
n
∫

ω

0

dE
2π

Tr (g<nn(E))

= −i∫
ω

0

dE
2π

Tr ([GrF
](E)[Σ̄<F

](E)[GrF
]
†
(E)). (26)

Here, [Σ̄<F
](E) denotes a block diagonal matrix made

of Σ̄<(E +mω). Next, we simplify current expressions. In the
V-like framework, the time average of the current over a period, J,
simplifies as

J l =
1
T∫

T

0
dt Tr (Jl(t, t)) = ∫

∞

−∞

dE
2π

Tr (Jl,0(E))

= ∫

∞

−∞

dE
2π

Tr (2Re(gr
0(E)Σ<l (E) + g<0 (E)Σa

l (E))). (27)

In the M-like framework, based on Eqs. (15) and (24), the time
average of the current over one period reads as

J l =∑
n
∫

ω

0

dE
2π

Tr (Jl,nn(E))

= ∫

ω

0

dE
2π

Tr (2Re([GrF
](E)[Σ̄<F

l ](E) + [G
<F
](E)[Σ̄aF

l ])).

(28)

In the absence of electron–electron interaction, same as in non-
Floquet scenarios, the above relation can be further simplified to a
Landauer-like expression for a two-terminal device as

J l = ∫

ω

0

dE
2π

Tll′(E)( fl − fl′),

Tll′(E) = Tr ([Γ̄rF
l ][G

rF
](E)[Γ̄rF

l′ ][G
rF
]
†
(E)),

(29)

where Tll′(E) is the two-terminal transmission function. Here,
[Γ̄rF

l/l′] is the block diagonal matrix made of Γ̄r
l/l′ .

E. Floquet Green’s function for interacting systems
For interaction systems, we introduce an ansatz for the

M-like Floquet Green’s function related to the equation-of-motion
method.45,46 We should consider the spin degree of freedom in
the total Hamiltonian, Eqs. (1)–(4), by modifying annihilation
(creation) operators d̂(†)i /ĉ

(†)
i → d̂(†)i,σ /ĉ

(†)
i,σ in which σ = ↑, ↓. The
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(time-independent) electron–electron interaction, Ĥee, is given by a
Hubbard-like two-body interaction as

Ĥee =∑
i

ui d̂†
i,σ d̂i,σ d̂†

i,σ̃ d̂i,σ̃. (30)

Here, σ̃ refers to the opposite spin of σ. In case of time-independent
hij (non-Floquet case) and with truncating to double-particle
Green’s function, G(2)r

(E) (E is the energy associated with the
Fourier transform), one can obtain a close form for the retarded
Green’s function as

(E[I] − [h] − [Σr
σ])[G

r
σ](E) = [I] + [U][G

(2)r
σ ](E), (31)

(E[I] − [h] − [U] − [Σr
σ])[G

(2)r
σ ](E) = [⟨nσ̃⟩], (32)

where [U] refers to a diagonal matrix consisting of the elements
{ui}.47 The matrix [⟨nσ̃⟩] is a diagonal matrix consisting of occu-
pation numbers ⟨niσ̃⟩. The occupation numbers are related to the
lesser Green’s functions by

⟨nσ/σ̃⟩ = −i∫
∞

−∞

dE
2π

Tr (G<σ/σ̃(E)). (33)

In addition, truncating to double-particle lesser Green’s function,
G(2)<

(E), the lesser Green’s functions can be obtained by

(E[I] − [h] − [Σr
σ])[G

<
σ ] = [U][G

(2)<
σ ] + [Σ<σ ][G

a
σ], (34)

(E[I] − [h] − [U] − [Σr
σ])[G

(2)<
σ ] = [Σ<σ ][G

(2)a
σ ], (35)

where Σ<σ = i∑l Γr
l (E) fl(E). Equations (31)–(35) provide the sim-

plest improvement to the mean-field approximation for the multi-
level Anderson impurity system. Indeed, Eqs. (31)–(35) draw a
self-consistent procedure. However, (numerically) it can be shown
in weak coupling and low-temperature limits that the assump-
tion ⟨niσ/σ̃⟩ = 1/2 in Eq. (32) [which makes the problem non-self-
consistent] gives a good quantitative prediction on the onsets of
current plateaus (charging effects) related to the Coulomb blockade
phenomenon. However, Eqs. (31)–(35) cannot correctly predict the
correct heights of the quantized plateaus or Kondo peak and a better
scheme is required.48

In Sec. II B 2 where we discussed the Floquet transformation,
we saw that the time-independent components of Green’s function
equation turn into fixed diagonal blocks. Here, we extend this obser-
vation to the interacting case, and hence, we expect the following
M-like Floquet version for Eqs. (31) and (32) as

(E[IF
] − [hF

] − [Σ̄rF
σ ])[G

rF
σ ] = [I

F
] + [UF

][G(2)rF
σ ], (36)

(E[IF
] − [hF

] − [UF
] − [Σ̄rF

σ ])[G
(2)rF
σ ] = [⟨nσ̃ ⟩

F
]. (37)

In addition, and in the same way, we would have the fol-
lowing expressions for the M-like Floquet lesser Green’s
functions:

(E[IF
] − [hF

] − [Σ̄<F
σ ])[G

<F
σ ] = [U

F
][G(2)<F

σ ] + [Σ<F
σ ][G

aF
σ ], (38)

(E[IF
] − [hF

] − [UF
] − [Σ̄rF

σ ])[G
(2)<F
σ ] = [Σ<F

σ ][G
(2)aF
σ ]. (39)

We stress that the lesser Green’s function for the interacting
case is different than the non-interacting one. Consequently, the
expectation value of the number operator and the average of the
number operator over one period should follow Eq. (38). However,
the expression for the average current per cycle is identical to the
non-interacting case. It is worth mentioning that the Landauer for-
mula is not correct in the case of interacting systems, and hence,
there would be no Landauer-like expression for the average current
per cycle.

F. Floquet quantum master equation
In the following, we explore two types of Floquet Quantum

Master Equation (FQME) whereby we named (1) Hilbert-Space
FQME (HS-FQME) and (2) Floquet-Space FQME (FS-FQME).
Our starting point for deriving HS-FQME is the well-known Red-
field QME in the Schrödinger picture, whereas we will start from
the Floquet Liouville von-Neumann (FLvN) equation for deriving
HS-FQME.

1. Hilbert-Space FQME
When the Hamiltonian of the system is time-dependent (not

restricted to the time-periodic), the dynamics of the system’s density
operator can be notified by the following Redfield equation:

∂ρ̂S(t)
∂t

= −i[ĤS(t), ρ̂S(t)]

− ∫

∞

0
TrB[ĤSB, [ ˜̃HSB(t, τ), ρ̂S(t)⊗ ρ̂B]]dτ, (40)

˜̃HSB(t, τ) =∑
i

˜̃C†
i (τ)

˜̃di(t, τ) + ˜̃d†
i (t, τ) ˜̃Ci(τ), (41)

where ρ̂S(t) and ρ̂B are the system and bath many-body density
operators, respectively. TrB indicates tracing over the bath degrees
of freedom. In Eq. (41), ˜̃Ci(τ) = ∑lk V∗lk,iĉlkei ϵlkτ , and it determines
how the bath part of ĤSB evolves in the bath’s time scale, τ. Mean-
while, ˜̃di(t, τ) = ÛS(t, t − τ)d̂iÛ†

S(t, t − τ) describes the evolution of
the system part of ĤSB in which the time evolution operator is
ÛS(t, t − τ) = T exp (−i∫

t
t−τ ĤS(s)ds) (T refers to the time-

ordering operator). The same definition holds for ˜̃d †
i (t, τ). It was

Shirley who first formalized the time evolution operator for the time-
periodic Hamiltonian. The time evolution operator can be expressed
as

ÛS(t, t0) =∑
n
⟨n∣e−iĤ F

S(t−t0)∣0⟩einωt , (42)

where ∣n⟩ (∣0⟩) refers to the nth (0th) state in the Fourier basis
set. Here, the Floquet many-body Hamiltonian defines identical
to the one-body counterpart as ĤF

S = ∑n,m ĤS mn − Î(mω)δmn, in
which ĤS mn defines similar to Eq. (12). In general, disassembling
the double commutator in Eq. (40) results in eight major inte-
grands. In addition, having two parts in Eq. (41) results in a total
of 16 integrands. From these, only eight integrands should be con-
sidered (terms in which one of the operators multiples to the
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conjugate transpose of the other). For example, the first and second
non-vanishing terms (dissipators) can be given as

∑
i,j
∫

∞

0
TrB((Ĉ†

i d̂i + d̂†
i Ĉi)(

˜̃C†
j(τ)

˜̃dj(t, τ) + ˜̃d†
j(t, τ)

× ˜̃Cj(τ)) ρ̂S(t)⊗ ρ̂B)dτ =∑
i,j
∫

∞

0
TrB(Ĉ†

i d̂i
˜̃d†

j(t, τ)

× ˜̃Cj(τ)ρ̂S(t)⊗ ρ̂B + d̂†
i Ĉi

˜̃C†
j(τ)

˜̃dj(t, τ)ρ̂S(t)⊗ ρ̂B)dτ. (43)

For the sake of brevity, we only focus on the first dissipator,
which can be further simplified to

∑
i,j
∫

∞

0
TrB(Ĉ†

i
˜̃Cj(τ)ρ̂B ⊗ d̂i

˜̃d†
j(t, τ)ρ̂S(t))dτ

=∑
i,j,kl
∫

∞

0
(Vlk,iV

∗
lk, je

i ϵlkτ f (ϵlk, μl)d̂i
˜̃d†

j(t, τ)ρ̂S(t))dτ. (44)

Note that TrB(ĉ†lkĉl′k′ ρ̂B(μ)) = f (ϵlk, μl)δk,k′δl,l′ . Until now, the
derivation procedure is not far from the non-Floquet QME. How-
ever, complexity in the time dependency of ˜̃d †

j (t, τ) requires
Shirley’s Floquet formalism, Eq. (42), as

˜̃d †
j (t, τ) =∑

n,m
⟨n∣e−iĤ F

S τ
∣0⟩d̂ †

j ⟨0∣e
iĤ F

S τ
∣m⟩ei(n−m)ωt. (45)

To proceed, we shall use the eigenbasis of the Floquet system Hamil-
tonian Ŷ †ĤF

S Ŷ = Λ̂ F , in which Ŷ is the rotating operator. Then, the
above relation can be simplified to

˜̃d †
j (t, τ) =∑

n,m
⟨n∣Ŷe−iΛ̂ F τ D̂o †

j eiΛ̂ F τŶ †
∣m⟩ei(n−m)ωt , (46)

where D̂o †
j = Ŷ †

(∣0⟩d̂ †
j ⟨0∣)Ŷ and we used the property Ŷ †Ŷ = Î

multiple times. Next, we should consider a basis set {∣a⟩} for the
Hilbert space, which allows us to present elements of the density
operator as ρab(t) = ⟨a∣ρ̂(t)∣b⟩ and turn operators in Eq. (46) to
matrices. In particular, it allows us to work with the (hybrid) Flo-
quet basis, {∣γ⟩}, such that we can simplify e−iΛ̂ F τ D̂o †

j eiΛ̂ F τ . A matrix
element of this term is given by

(e−iΛ̂ F τ D̂o †
j eiΛ̂ F τ

)
γ,ν
= e−iΩγντ

(D̂o †
j )γ,ν

, (47)

where Ωγν = (Eγ − Eν). A clear separation of the two time scales
(t and τ) allows us to perform the time integration over τ as

∫

∞

0
ei (ϵlk−Ωγν)τdτ = πδ(ϵlk +Ωγν) − iP(

1
ϵlk +Ωγν

). (48)

Neglecting Cauchy’s principle, P, and employing the energy-
independent wideband approximation, Γl

i j = 2π∑k Vlk,iV∗lk, j results
in the following matrix expression for the first dissipators:

∑
i,j,l

Γl
ij

2
di∑

n,m
⟨n∣Y fl(−Ω) ○ Do †

j Y†
∣m⟩ei(n−m)ωtρS(t), (49)

where ○ refers to the Hadamard product. We should repeat this
procedure for the other seven non-vanishing dissipators. A more

compact matrix form of the Floquet QME in the Hilbert space can
then be given as

∂ρS(t)
∂t

= −i[HS(t), ρS(t)] −∑
i,j,l

Γl
i j

2
(did̃ †

jl(t)ρS(t)

+ d †
i djl(t)ρS(t) − diρS(t)d̃ †

jl(t) − d†
i ρS(t)djl(t)) + h.c. ,

(50)

where d̃ jl(t) and d jl(t) are defined as

d̃ †
jl(t) =∑

n,m
⟨n∣Y fl(−Ω) ○ Do †

j Y†
∣m⟩ei(n−m)ωt , (51)

djl(t) =∑
n,m
⟨n∣Y fl(Ω) ○ Do

j Y†
∣m⟩ei(n−m)ωt. (52)

We stress that within the Hilbert-Space FQME, d̃ jl(t) and d jl(t)
(and their Hermitian conjugates) are time-dependent matrices.
Finally, we can simplify the notation of Eq. (50) as ∂ρS(t)/∂t
= −i[HS(t), ρS(t)] +∑l LHS

l (t)ρS(t).

2. Floquet-Space FQME
The LvN equation is the starting point for varieties of QMEs

(e.g., the Redfield QME). For a periodic Hamiltonian, the LvN equa-
tion can be transformed into the Floquet LvN equation, which is very
general and has a long history in the analysis of nuclear magnetic
resonance signals (closed systems).11 The Floquet LvN equation is
given by

∂ρ̂ F
(t)

∂t
= −i[Ĥ F , ρ̂ F

(t)], (53)

Ĥ F
=∑

n
L̂n ⊗ Ĥ (n) + N̂ ⊗ 1̂, (54)

Ĥ (n) =
1
T∫

T

0
dt einωtĤ(t), (55)

ρ̂ F
(t) =∑

n
L̂n ⊗ ρ̂ (n)(t). (56)

Here, n is an integer in the space [−N, N], L̂n is the ladder opera-
tor of the order n, N̂ is the number operator in the Fourier space,
and 1̂ is the identity operator in the Hilbert space. In the matrix
form, L̂n represents a N ×N off-diagonal matrix with ones in its
off-diagonal and N̂ represents a diagonal matrix with the integer
vector {−N, . . . , N} placed on its diagonal. The major benefit of the
Floquet LvN equation is that Ĥ(t) turns into a time-independent
Hamiltonian Ĥ F . Note that the operator coefficient ρ̂ (n)(t) is time
dependent, whereas Ĥ (n) is not. The definition of Ĥ (n) is consistent
with Eq. (12), and hence, Ĥ F given in Eq. (54) is effectively similar to
those discussed before. Assuming that Ĥ(t) is the total time-periodic
Hamiltonian, one can partition Ĥ F as

Ĥ F
= ĤF

S ⊗ ÎB + ÎF
S ⊗ ĤB + ĤF

SB, (57)

ĤF
SB =∑

i
Ĉ†

i D̂i +H.c., (58)
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where ÎF
S = L̂0 ⊗ ÎS and D̂i = L̂0 ⊗ d̂i. Then, we can define the

following rotation protocols:

H̃F
BS(t) = eiĤ BteiĤ F

S tĤF
BSe−iĤ Bte−iĤ F

S t , (59)

ρ̃(t) = eiĤ BteiĤ F
S t ρ̂(t)e−iĤ Bte−iĤ F

S t. (60)

The above rotations follow the transformation to the interaction
picture in the context of conventional QME, but, here within this
version of Floquet QME, we have used ĤF

S/SB. Next, we can take the
(initial factorization) assumption ρ̃ F

(t) = ρ̃F
S(t)⊗ ρ̃B and proceed

just as the conventional QME. This eventually leads to the following
Floquet Markovian relation in the Schrödinger frame:

∂ρ̂F
S(t)
∂t

= −i[ĤF
S , ρ̂F

S(t)] − ∫
∞

0
TrB

× [ĤF
SB, [ ˜̃HF

SB(τ), ρ̂F
S(t)⊗ ρ̂B]]dτ, (61)

where ˜̃HF
SB(τ) = e−iĤ Bτe−iĤ F

S τĤF
SBeiĤ BτeiĤ F

S τ . Because ρ̂F
S(t) is in the

Floquet space, we can employ the Floquet basis, {∣γ⟩}, to present the
elements of the reduced Floquet density operator (Floquet Hamil-
tonian) as ρ̂F

S γν = ⟨γ∣ρ̂F
S(t)∣ν⟩ (HF

S γν(t) = ⟨γ∣ĤF
S ∣ν⟩). After taking the

integrations over τ and employing a wideband approximation,
we arrive at the following matrix expression for the dynamic of the
Floquet density matrix:

∂ρF
S(t)
∂t

= −i[HF
S , ρF

S(t)] −∑
i,j,l

Γl
i j

2
(Di D̃ †

jlρ
F
S(t)

+ D †
i Djlρ

F
S(t) − DiρF

S(t)D̃ †
jl − D†

i ρF
S(t)Djl) + h.c. ,

(62)

where D̃ †
jl = Y fl(−Ω) ○ D †

j Y† and D jl = Y fl(Ω) ○ D j Y†. The
Floquet-space FQME is thus easier to be implemented as compared
to the Hilbert-space FQME. The disadvantage of Floquet-space
FQME is that it requires more memory since all its components
are in the Floquet space. Finally, we can simplify the notation
of Eq. (62) as ∂ρF

S(t)/∂t = −i[HF
S , ρF

S(t)] +∑l LFS
l ρF

S(t). Note that
LFS

l is time-independent.

G. Observable in Floquet QME
Within the Hilbert-space FQME, it is straightforward to obtain

the expectation values of the particle number, ⟨n̂⟩, and current
passing through the contact l, ⟨Ĵ l⟩,49 as

⟨n̂⟩(t) = Tr (n̂ρ̂(t)), (63)

⟨Ĵ l⟩(t) = Tr (n̂LHS
l (t)ρ̂(t)). (64)

To evaluate the expectation values of an observable in the Floquet-
space FQME, we need to project the operators from the Floquet
space to the Hilbert space11 as

⟨n̂⟩(t) =∑
m

Tr (⟨m∣n̂ F ρ̂ F
(t)∣0⟩eimωt

), (65)

⟨Ĵ l⟩(t) =∑
m

Tr (⟨m∣n̂ F LFS
l ρ̂ F
(t)∣0⟩eimωt

). (66)

To evaluate n and J l in both Floquet QME methods, we must eval-
uate the time average of observables, Ô(t), numerically by using
O = 1/T∫

T
0 ⟨Ô⟩(t)dt.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the implications of light–matter interactions

on the transport characteristics of an open quantum system and to
examine agreement between the discussed methods (V-like Floquet
NEGF, M-like Floquet NEGF, Hilbert-space FQME, and Floquet-
space FQME), we have first taken a spinless two-level quantum dot
placed between two metallic contacts.

This two-level dot then interacts with monochromatic light.
The one-body Hamiltonian of such a quantum dot can be given by

[h](t) = [
ε1 A cos (ωt)

A cos (ωt) ε2
], (67)

where ω is the frequency of light and A represents the light inten-
sity. The off-diagonal elements on the above Hamiltonian represent
the dipole approximation in the context of light–matter interactions
(Rabi model in quantum optics). This Hamiltonian is connected to
the left (right) contact with a small ΓL(R) (weak coupling regime). The
schematic of such a configuration is shown in Fig. 1.

A. Results for Floquet NEGF methods
As the first example, we calculate n and JL (current passing

through the left contact) using Eqs. (25)–(28) for a range of external
bias, VSD = μR − μL, and multiple light frequencies. Except N, other
parameters will be in eV units, and we will omit the unit for simplic-
ity. Hereafter, we will fix the right contact (drain) at μR = −0.4 and
sweep over μL. Note that in Floquet NEGF methods, care should be
taken in choosing the energy steps. In the absence of the Floquet
driving (light), and when off-diagonals of [h] are zero, there should
be only two plateaus on n–μL and J–μL curves such that the onset
of these two plateaus is at ε1 and ε2. When A is large enough and
the frequency of light is tuned to the difference between two levels,
hω = ε2 − ε1, the maximum alteration of the quantized steps will hap-
pen such that the number of plateaus is doubled. This is shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The extra quantized plateaus can be the hallmark
of an electron–photon hybrid state (Floquet states).

FIG. 1. Schematics of a quantum transport system comprised of a two-level system
under light illumination. The two-level system with monochromatic light can roughly
be thought of as multiple quasi-levels.
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FIG. 2. Floquet NEGF: (a) One-period time average of the number operator, n, and
(b) one-period time average of the left contact’s current operator, JL, for multiple
driving frequencies. The parameters are as follows: ε1 = −0.1, ε2 = 0.1, A = 0.1,
N = 3, kT = 0.0036 (4.2K), ΓL = ΓR = 0.0025, and μR = −0.4.

In extreme off-tuning situations (associated with hω = 0.05 and
hω = 0.4), the transport characteristics should be almost identical to
the non-Floquet transport characteristics. We can see it from the first
and last curves in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

At low frequencies, the M-like Floquet NEGF does not pro-
vide accurate results with only N = 3 and N has to be increased.
Hence, V-like Floquet NEGF delivers a better numerical perfor-
mance in low frequencies. Next, we fixed the driving frequency at
hω = 0.2 and calculated the two observables for a range of external
bias, μL, and multiple driving amplitudes, A. The results are plotted
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Here, we can see that the driving amplitude
A shifts the onset of plateaus symmetrically around the center of
energy between ε1 and ε2. Comparing evaluations in Figs. 2 and 3,
with respect to increasing hω (light frequency) and A (light inten-
sity), we can see that increasing A splits the heights equally into two
steps (see small dents in the curves of A = 0.025 in Fig. 3) and shift
the onsets of newly born steps, whereas increasing hω modifies the
heights linearly.

B. Results for Floquet QME methods
We now use the spinless many-body operators d̂/d̂ † to make

the time-dependent many-body Hamiltonian and its Floquet coun-
terpart. Then, by identifying the many-body basis set, an initial state
(initial many-body density matrix), and the Fourier space (hence

FIG. 3. Floquet NEGF: (a) One-period time average of the number operator, n, and
(b) one-period time average of the left contact’s current operator, JL, for multiple
driving amplitudes at hω = 0.2. All other parameters are the same as Fig. 2.

the many-body Floquet space), we will be able to perform dynam-
ical solutions to Eqs. (50) and (62). Afterward, we can evaluate the
time averages of the observables, Eqs. (63)–(66). Note that we have
used the Runge–Kutta fourth-order method to solve Floquet QMEs.
The time step has to be adjusted carefully. The rest of the parameters
are the same as what is given in Fig. 2. Here, we consider the per-
fect tuning case, hω = 0.2, with the amplitude A = 0.1. The dynamic
of the total population on the dot, ⟨n̂⟩(t), calculated by the Hilbert
space Floquet QME (HS–FQME) and Floquet space Floquet QME
(FS–FQME) methods is plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.
For the initial state, we have considered both levels to be empty at
t = 0. Interestingly, we can see a pronounced oscillation in ⟨n̂⟩(t)
of the FS–FQME [Fig. 4(b)] in the short-time limit, whereas the
dynamics of HS–FQME [Fig. 4(a)] does not feature such an oscil-
lation in the early times. Both Floquet QME methods converge to
a similar steady state on the long-time limit (marked by dashed
lines), resulting in similar time averages for the expectation values
(see Fig. 5).

In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), we compare the average current calcu-
lated by HS–QME and FS–QME with each other as well as with
the V-like Floquet NEGF (V–FNEGF) and M-like Floquet NEGF
(M–FNEGF) methods for two different driving frequencies. For
the small Γ, we can see a quantitative agreement between the four
methods. This agreement is one of the main results of this work.
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FIG. 4. Floquet QME: (a) Time-dependent expectation value of the number operator evaluated by the Hilbert space Floquet QME (HS–FQME) for a few of external biases.
(b) Same as (a) evaluated by the Floquet space Floquet QME (FS–FQME) at hω = 0.2. The other parameters are the same as Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. (a) One-period time average of the left contact’s current, JL, at hω = 0.2
for the HS–QME, FS–QME, V–FNEGF, and M–FNEGF methods. HS–QME and
FS–QME are corresponding with Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively, while V–FNEGF
and M–FNEGF are corresponding with Fig. 2. (b) Same as (a) for hω = 0.1.

The edge of current plateaus is smooth in Floquet NEGF methods,
which indicates that Floquet NEGF methods can capture broaden-
ing effects, whereas Floquet QME methods maintain their disability
to incorporate broadening effects. Note that we have found that

both Floquet QMEs require much smaller time steps as compared to
the non-Floquet QME. However, in comparison, the HS–FQME is
less sensitive to the smallness of the time step than the FS–FQME.
Our extensive numerical examinations show also that FS–FQME
requires a larger N for larger Γs. Nonetheless, the four methods agree
with each other by choosing the appropriate N and the time/energy
step.

C. Results for Floquet driven interacting system
We now focus on the interplay between the Floquet driving

and the strength of electron–electron interactions first by using the
HS–FQME method. In Fig. 6(a), we show the current characteristics
of the two-level spin system when subjected to a Floquet driv-
ing in the absence and the presence of multiple electron–electron
interactions.

Here, we have considered the dipole approximation to drive
both spins in the same way. For the non-interacting case, u1,2
= 0, having two spins, obviously, results in the degeneracy factor
2 on the observed plateaus. We can see that there is an inter-
esting interplay between the interaction and the Floquet driving
interacting cases. Here, with the real value A, we would not have
spin polarization, as can be seen from Fig. 6(b), where we have
shown spin-resolved time average current only for two values of the
electron–electron interaction. Floquet driving produces finer quan-
tized plateaus (in the averaged current) in the presence of smaller
electron–electron interactions. Once u1,2 > hω, the interacting effect
dominates such that the two lowest plateaus become flat again; see
the curve of u1,2 = 0.25 in Fig. 6(a). Next, in Fig. 7(a), we have
explored the degree of agreement between the Floquet HS–QME
(FQME) and Floquet interacting NEGF (FINEGF) by comparing the
averaged current for a strongly interacting regime (ui > ε2 − ε1)with
u1,2 = 0.3. Here, FINEGF refers to a combination of Eqs. (36)–(39)
and (28), whereas FQME refers to Eqs. (50)–(52) and (64). For
reference, the current characteristics of the non-driven interact-
ing QME50 and interacting NEGF (INEGF) are also plotted against
each other in Fig. 7(b). Figure 7(a) illustrates how driving sub-
stantially alters the transport characteristics even in the presence of
strong electron–electron interaction. Importantly, in the presence of
relatively strong electron–electron interaction, the onset of driven-
induced quantized plateaus is consistent between the FQME and
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FIG. 6. Floquet QME for the interacting case: (a) One-period time average of
the total left contact’s current, JL↑ + JL↓, at hω = 0.2 in the absence and the
presence of multiple electron–electron interactions. Here, Γ = 0.005, and other
parameters are similar to Fig. 2. (b) The spin-resolved of (a) only for two values of
the electron–electron interaction.

FINEGF approaches. However, the simplest Floquet NEGF for an
interacting system fails to predict the correct height for each cur-
rent step. Figure 7(a) demonstrates that unless the height of the
current is the focus of a numerical simulation, the ansatz given by
Eqs. (39)–(42) delivers a satisfactory outcome, despite the fact that it
is not a self-consistent method.

D. Interacting system with a complex Floquet driving
Finally, we consider a case in which the Floquet driving is

a complex time-dependent function. In Fig. 8, we have plotted
the spin-resolved time average current for two Hamiltonian mod-
els in the presence and absence of the electron–electron interac-
tion. In model 1, the one-body Hamiltonian for both spin-up and
spin-down, [h]↑,↓(t), is identical and is given by

[
ε1 A(cos (ωt) + i sin (ωt))

A(cos (ωt) − i sin (ωt)) ε2
]. (68)

FIG. 7. Comparison between the results of QME and NEGF for an interacting case:
(a) Average current on the left contact evaluated by Hilbert-space Floquet QME
(FQME) and Floquet (M-like) NEGF (FINEGF). (b) Same as (a) in the absence of
driving. Here, Γ = 0.005, hω = 0.2, and other parameters are similar to Fig. 2.

In addition, we have considered A = 0.1/
√

2 (to keep the total
power of the incident light similar to the previous examples). How-
ever, in model 2, we take [h]↓(t) = [h]↑(t)∗. These complex driv-
ings can represent different (circular) polarizations of the external
light.

Interestingly, we can see that the complex Floquet driving
in model 2 results in a voltage-dependent polarized current; see
Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). This shows that the polarized light can introduce
spin current without any spin–orbit couplings. In addition, model
1 does not make a substantial modification to the current charac-
teristics as compared to the non-Floquet case; see the trivial small
dents in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). In Fig. 8(b), we can see that the num-
ber of major plateaus doubled such that the onset of the second
plateaus (charge quantization) shifts by the values u1,2 in respect to
the plateaus in Fig. 8(a). The height ratio between the first and the
second plateau is almost 2:1 consistent with the non-Floquet case.51

One can also see that the interplay between the electron–electron
interaction and the Floquet driving in model 2 affects the spin-up
and spin-down currents in different ways.
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FIG. 8. One-period time average of the left contact spin-up, J↑, and spin-down, J↓, currents, at hω = 0.2 in the absence, u1,2 = 0.0, and presence, u1,2 = 0.1, of the
electron–electron interaction for two complex Floquet driving models. (a) and (b) use model 1 in which Floquet driving for spin-up and spin-down are the same as given by
Eq. (68). (c) and (d) use model 2, in which [h]↓(t) = [h]↑(t)∗. Here, A = 0.1/√2, Γ = 0.005, and the rest of the parameters are the same as Fig. 2.

IV. CONCLUSION
In the present work, we have derived four full Floquet-based

formulations for quantum transport through a time-periodic dot. In
particular, we have shown that the two Floquet Green’s function for-
malisms rely on the expansion of Green’s function, the first Floquet
quantum master formalism, HS-FQME, relies on the Floquet time
evolution operator, and the second Floquet quantum master formal-
ism, FS-FQME, relies on expanding the Hilbert space to the Floquet
space. In addition, we have connected the equation of motion for
each formulation to the time average observables. Through a quan-
tum dot model Hamiltonian, we quantitatively demonstrated that
all Floquet quantum transport methods have good agreement with
each other for non-interacting Hamiltonian in the weak coupling
regime. The frequency and amplitude of time-periodic driving can
significantly manipulate the time average of observables. We have
found that an intense light can shift the one-set and the num-
ber of quantized plateaus in the voltage–current curve provided
choosing an appropriate light frequency. For a spin system with
the electron–electron term, Floquet driving results in tiny quan-
tized plateaus. However, if the electron–electron interaction strength
exceeds the Floquet driving energy, then the first charging quantized
plateaus will survive. In addition, we show that a certain complex
Floquet driving can result in a polarized time average current. As a
drawback (even with parallel computation), we found Floquet quan-
tum master equation frameworks and in particular Floquet space
Floquet QME to be computationally expensive. We also found that
Floquet QME methods need much smaller time steps compared to
the conventional QME. As usual with QME, when the lead–dot cou-
pling or temperature decreases, the number of time steps has to

be increased. While the QME is a practical method for interact-
ing systems in the weak regime, it is computationally challenging
to employ the full Floquet quantum master equation formalisms
for large many-body systems. We believe that the power of Floquet
NEGF and Floquet QME methods goes well beyond the consid-
ered example and one needs to combine Floquet QMEs with newly
developed machine learning methods to fully benefit from them.
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